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Publish live data from traffic light “sensor”?
Let’s use a context broker!





No API keys or tokens
-> explosion of 
clients/applications
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How does context broker scale in an open 
environment?
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Answer in chat:
would you use pushing or polling?
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Answer in chat:
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Few push-based APIs available 
on Open Data portals



Use pushing for lowest latency*, but...

How does the server scale with thousands of clients?

Is polling cheaper for the server than pushing?

* Pimentel, V., Nickerson, B.G.: Communicating and Displaying 
Real-Time Data with WebSocket. IEEE Internet Computing. 16, 45–
53 (2012).



Will HTTP caching outperform pushing?

Clients

CPU cost

Polling with 
HTTP cache

Pubsub

Polling without 
HTTP cache



Polling with HTTP cache
Pushing

Pushing has higher scalability and lower 
maximal latency  



Pushing requires less CPU than polling

HTTP polling with cache does not outperform 
and grows apart from pushing 

NGSI-LD 
REST API

NGSI-LD
Subscription



Polling requires less memory



Pushing is favoured when the latency on the 
client must be as low as possible

But what if the user finds a higher latency still acceptable?



Polling supports the same number of clients 
(25k) when all users have a Maximal 
Acceptable Latency (MAL) of 10s

Requestsmax supported/s ≥ Users * request/MAL

2.52k requests/s 
wrk HTTP benchmark

10s



Key takeaways

When users expect latency < 10s, 
choose pushing, e.g. subscription mechanism
Serve more clients, lower CPU cost, lower latency

When users have a maximal acceptable latency > 10s,
choose polling, e.g. REST API
Spread of requests, more clients served



Stream live data to users (user latency < 10s)

With Server-Sent Events, Websockets, MQTT...



Use polling (user latency > 10s)



Depends on the users’ expectations



What’s best for older sensor data?



Historic data in cacheable, linked fragments



Context Broker fit for historic Open Data 
publishing with NGSI-LDF
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Interested in learning more about NGSI-LDF?

Join the “Publishing and using sensor data as linked open 
data” COOCK workshop

When? 23/02/2021

https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-
kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad

https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad
https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad


Interoperability on a Flemish level with Open 
Standards for Linked Organizations (OSLO)



Interested in learning more about OSLO?

Join the “Open City and its Citizens” COOCK workshop

When? 09/02/2021

https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-
kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad/Open_City_and_its_Citizens

https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad/Open_City_and_its_Citizens
https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad/Open_City_and_its_Citizens
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Evaluation design

200 bare-metal servers
eight 64-bit ARMv8 cores at 2.4 GHz, 
64 GB of RAM, 120 TB of SATA flash storage

Single-threaded (Nginx and Node.js)

Kubernetes orchestration

Every 5 seconds a new update (5.2 kB JSON)

Polling interval of 500ms

Pushing with Server-Sent Events implementation

Server
Client

Client
Client

Client

Client
Client



Setup polling



Retrieving real time last-value context data
by polling NGSI-LD

curl --location --request GET \
--url ‘’http://localhost:1026/v2/entities?type=Product

Orion-LD
Context 
Broker

App

IoT Agents
No HTTP caching (requires computation for every 
request)



Retrieving real time last-value context data
by subscribing NGSI-LD

Orion-LD
Context 
Broker

App

IoT Agents

curl -iX POST \
--url 'http://localhost:1026/v2/subscriptions' \
--header 'content-type: application/json' \
--data '{
"description": "Notify me of all product price 

changes",
"subject": {

"entities": [{"idPattern": ".*", "type": "Product"}],
"condition": {
"attrs": [ "price" ]

}
},
"notification": {

"http": {
"url": "http://tutorial:3000/subscription/price-

change"
}



Retrieving real time last-value context data
by polling or subscribing NGSI-LDF

Orion-LD
Context 
Broker

IoT Agents

Linked 
Data 
Fragments

curl --location --request GET \
--url 
‘http://localhost:3000/13/4180/2740?type=Product
&page=2021-01-20T10:00:00.000Z’

Geospatial fragmentation
Historic fragments: cacheable → polling
Latest fragment: polling or subscribing?

App

Join us in the next COOCK workshop: Publishing and using 
sensor data as linked open data
23th February

https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad/Publishing_and_using_sensor_data_as_linked_open_data
https://vloca-kennishub.vlaanderen.be/vloca-kennishub/Coock_Open_Stad/Publishing_and_using_sensor_data_as_linked_open_data
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